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Abstract: The paper concerns the analysis of the heat transfer process that occurred during solid fuel
burning in fixed bed conditions. The subject of the analysis is a cylindrical combustion chamber
with an output of 12 kW heating power equipped with a retort burner for hard coal and biomass
combustion. During the research, a numerical and experimental study is performed. The analysis is
prepared for various heat load of the combustion chamber, which allowed for the reconstruction of
real working conditions for heating devices working with solid fuels combustion. The temperature
distribution obtained by the experimental way is compared with results of the numerical modeling.
Local distribution of principal heat transfer magnitudes like a heat flux density and a heat transfer
coefficient that occurred on the sidewall of the combustion chamber is analyzed. The analysis showed,
that the participation of convection and radiation in the overall heat transfer process has resulted
from the heat load of the heating device. Research results may be used for improving an analytical
approach of design process taking place for domestic and industrial combustion chambers.

Keywords: solid fuels; fixed bed; combustion; heat transfer; heat load; CFD; modeling;
experimental analysis

1. Introduction

Solid fuel combustion is one of the main sources of thermal energy used for heating purposes
by the individual and commercial sector in Poland. According to data from 2018 [1], 35.7% of Polish
households were heated by heating devices using solid fuels. Heat provided by thermal plants was
delivered to 40.4% of Polish households. The Energy Regulatory Office in Poland reported [2] that in
2019 solid fuel combustion was responsible for 80.2% of the heat generated by the commercial sector.
Moreover, 9.2% of the heat generated by the commercial sector originated from solid biomass burning.
Nowadays changes in thinking about the environment cause the replacement of fossil fuel by renewable
fuels like biomass. From one year to another the amount of heat generated by fossil fuel burning
decreases and is replaced by different types of renewable sources of energy. Solid biomass share in
energy production from renewable sources in Poland was equal to 67.9% in 2017. European Union
average for the mentioned magnitude was 42% in the same year [3]. This means that solid fuel burning
for some time will be still the main source of heat generation.

One of the main methods for solid fuel combustion for domestic and industrial boilers is realized in
fixed bed conditions. Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) modeling is often used to simulate packed
bed burning. Fixed bed combustion modeling can be divided into two main groups. The first group is
concerned with a small-scale, when a combustion process is realized in a range of heating power equal
from over a dozen to tens of kilowatts. The mentioned group may belong to one-dimensional models
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focused on the phenomena that occurred during combustion of a single grain of a fuel. The second one
deals with a huge scale, where obtained heating power from fixed bed combustion equals from few to
tens megawatts.

Scharler et al. [4] raised the issue of how the low power log stove burning modeling focused on
CO concentration in the flue gas. Wiese et al. [5] have been dealing with a transient simulation of
pellet burning with the application of a discrete element model in CFD calculations for a 13 kW stove.
Mehrabian et al. [6] and Gomez et al. [7] are concerned with numerical modeling of the thermally
thick approach of biomass burning. Gomez et al. [8] also have been using the mentioned approach
for a 27 kW domestic boiler working conditions modeling. In other works [9,10] he also modeled
emissions of harmful compounds during fixed-bed biomass burning in a 60 kW domestic boiler by
steady and transient analysis. Similar transient modeling connected with the analysis of the chemical
composition of exhausts was realized by Mehrabian et al. [11] in a laboratory-scale biomass fixed bed
batch. Collazo et al. [12] also have been working on a transient simulation of a pellet wood burning for
a laboratory combustor. He was targeting a temperature distribution at different points in the bed.
Researchers from Clausthal University of Technology and Silesian University of Technology [13,14]
were involved in numerical modeling of coal burning in small-scale retort boilers. They analyzed
possibilities of the perfecting of domestic boiler construction in terms of pollution limitation and
optimization of temperature distribution inside a combustion chamber. Chaney et al. [15] modeled
a 50 kW packed bed biomass boiler in terms of investigating the optimization of the combustion
performance and NOx emissions. A new approach of packed bed biomass burning was presented by
Chapela et al. [16]. His Eulerian-fouling model is computationally less expensive and shows a better
response to the experimental data.

Tu et al. [17,18] modeled a 32 MW woodchip-fired grate boiler work with different operating
conditions directed on NOx reduction mechanisms. Silva et al. [19] were concerned about 34.6 MW
biomass grate-fired boiler modeling. He was focused on an analysis of temperature, velocity, and species
field of exhaust gas within a boiler, which provided to the optimization of the burning process. Moving
grate biomass boilers models realized in two different scales (250 kW and 4 MW) were analyzed by
Rezeau et al. [20] and Bermúdez et al. [21] in terms of composition and temperature distribution of
flue gas. Klason et al. [22] analyzed a radiation heat transfer process in two various scales (10 kW and
50 MW) during biomass burning in fixed bed furnaces. He has obtained a gas temperature profile
inside the combustion chamber located above a fixed bed with the assumption of constant temperature
for furnace walls. Moreover, he investigated the accuracy of a solution for different radiation heat
transfer models.

The abovementioned research connected with the fixed bed modeling is concerned mainly with
the emission of harmful compounds during solid fuel combustion. Moreover, there has been raised the
issue of the temperature distribution occurring in the combustion chamber and inside a packed bed of
fuel. Researchers do not relate achieved results of temperature distribution to prepare an in-depth
analysis of the heat transfer process in modeled heating devices. The issue of heat transfer phenomenon
occurring in a wall neighborhood and free-room of a combustion chamber during fixed-bed combustion
still has not been deeply recognized like it is realized in other types of thermal devices used for different
industrial applications, like heat treatment furnaces [23–25], heat storage systems [26–28], or heat
exchangers [29–31]. So far available results concerned about the packed bed burning assumed a
temperature of combustion chamber walls as a boundary condition. Then a constant wall temperature
was present for each wall of the combustion chamber or separately, at particular elements of modeled
furnaces. Computational grids used in computational models were suitable for free-room analysis
like bulk gas temperature and chemical composition. Grids used in the previous research were not
capable of heat transfer analysis that occurred on combustion chamber walls. This was caused by the
size of grid elements located near the combustion chamber wall (dimensionless wall distance y+ >>1)
being too high to obtain an appropriate solution of heat flux at the wall of the combustion chamber.
Moreover, so far available packed bed burning models used wall functions for simulating the near-wall
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region (k-ε model of turbulence). The mentioned approach does not show sufficient accuracy for
viable modeling of conditions that occurred near combustion chamber walls which are necessary for
modeling a heat transfer process.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Initial Assumptions

The author analyzed a case when a combustion process has occurred inside fixed bed conditions.
Conducted research was divided into two main parts. Firstly, an experimental analysis was prepared.
The second part has relied on the preparation of a numerical model. The combustion process of two
types of solid fuels was analyzed. It was hard coal and wood biomass in a pellet form. Proximate and
ultimate analysis of fuels used during the research is presented in Table 1. The author analyzed the
work of the test stand with two levels of heating power. It was 50% and 100% of the nominal heat
load. The test stand used during the conducted research is capable of transferring 12 kW of heat to
the cooling water during nominal work. The proposed research is concerned with the investigation
of the heat transfer phenomenon that occurred in a near-wall region of the combustion chamber.
Application of various types of fuels and levels of a heat load allowed for an analysis occurring during
real exploitation in the whole range of heating device working conditions.

Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analysis of used fuels.

Parameter Hard Coal Biomass

moisture (%) 5.8 5
ash (%) 3.4 0.4

volatile (%) 31.5 77
carbon (%) 75.6 46.6

hydrogen (%) 4.2 5.5
oxygen (%) 9.3 40.9

nitrogen (%) 1.4 1.2
sulphur (%) 0.4 0.4
LCV (MJ/kg) 29 18

2.2. Experimental Research

A cylindrical combustion chamber is used in the experimental part of the research. The scheme of
the test stand is present in Figure 1. The heat generated from fuel combustion is transferred to the
cooling water located along the cylinder side and the top surface, where a water jacket is present.
A retort burner was used to form a packed bed during the research. Solid fuel with the right grain size
is developed into a combustion process by a screw feeder, pushing them up. Air is supplied to the
combustion process utilizing a fan. Primary air is delivered directly to the packed bed flowing through
the layers of fuel.

The mentioned type of burner brings out a flame above the fuel bed. At a distance of 15 cm above
the top edge of the burner, a deflector is mounted. This element is a disc-shaped cast iron element,
whose main task is the dispersion of flames in the whole volume of the combustion chamber. The effect
is visible in a more uniform temperature distribution inside the combustion chamber.

The test stand allows for gas temperature measurement inside the combustion chamber through
14 holes distributed every 10 cm along with chamber height according to Figure 1. The first hole
was located 13 cm from the top plane of the burner (two centimeters below the bottom edge of the
deflector). Measurements were done in 6 points for every plane, where the first point was present in the
chamber axis. Other points were located every 5 cm in the wall direction. Because of the axisymmetric
shape of the chamber, measurement was prepared only for half of the chamber. Gas temperature
measurement was realized by K type thermocouples. The mentioned type of temperature detectors
allows for temperature measurements down to 1200 ◦C.
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350 gas analyzer. It allowed for combustion process control and was also used for quality assessment 
of results obtained during numerical calculations. Oxygen and carbon dioxide content in exhausts 
was analyzed for that purpose. Assignation of the amount of mentioned gases in exhausts allowed 
for validation of exhaust composition obtained during numerical analysis. A mass of particular 
matter present in exhausts was measured by the Testo 380 soot analyzer. The mentioned parameter 
was necessary for the proper determination of the exhaust gas absorption coefficient, which is 
crucial given the influence of a radiation heat transfer. 

Heat received from the burning process is transported to a heat exchanger according to a 
scheme showed in Figure 2. 

Figure 1. Scheme of a cylindrical chamber with marked measurement points used during the experiment,
1—retort feeder, 2—deflector, 3—fuel tray, 4—water inlet, 5—water outlet, 6—insulated measurement
duct, 7—flue gas outlet to the chimney.

During the experiment, exhausts gas composition was measured by the application of the Testo
350 gas analyzer. It allowed for combustion process control and was also used for quality assessment
of results obtained during numerical calculations. Oxygen and carbon dioxide content in exhausts was
analyzed for that purpose. Assignation of the amount of mentioned gases in exhausts allowed for
validation of exhaust composition obtained during numerical analysis. A mass of particular matter
present in exhausts was measured by the Testo 380 soot analyzer. The mentioned parameter was
necessary for the proper determination of the exhaust gas absorption coefficient, which is crucial given
the influence of a radiation heat transfer.

Heat received from the burning process is transported to a heat exchanger according to a scheme
showed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Scheme of a cooling system, 1—first circuit of water flow, 2—second circuit of water flow,
3—combustion chamber, 4—PT100 measurement point at inlet to test stand, 5—PT100 measurement
point at outlet from test stand, 6—vane flow meter, 7—plate heat exchanger, 8—cold water supply,
9—bath, 10—scale, 11—hot water drain, 12—PT100 measurement point at inlet to the heat exchanger
for water in secondary circuit, 13—PT100 measurement point at outlet from the heat exchanger for
water in secondary circuit.

Applied installation is composed of two circuits. Water which is located in the first circuit transport
heat between the test stand and the plate heat exchanger, where the mentioned heat is received by a
second circuit. The temperature of cooling water was analyzed for the determination of the heating
power of the test stand during the experiment. It was obtained by the application of PT100 detectors
at the water inlet and outlet (points 4 and 5). Mass flow of water used for test stand cooling was
measured by a heat meter equipped with a vane flow meter. The second circuit is equipped with
an additional heating power check system. Water supply 8 supplied cold water to the plate heat
exchanger. After heating water is directed into a bath located on a scale. The temperature of water
in the second circuit is also measured by PT100 detectors (points 12 and 13). The mass flow of water
flowing through the second circuit is determined based on a weight of water measured by a scale at a
certain time of measurement.

2.3. Numerical Modeling

2.3.1. Domain and Mesh

Numerical analysis of solid fuel combustion inside a fixed bed is modeled in the ANSYS Fluent
software (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). Numerical calculations are realized in a steady state due
to high thermal inertia during heating boiler work. Results obtained during experimental research
after averaging were compared with a steady-state numerical solution. Calculations were made for
one-fourth part of the cylindrical combustion chamber used over the experiment due to the symmetry
of the domain. The geometrical model used in numerical analysis is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Overview on a computational domain, 1—volume of fixed bed, 2—deflector, 3—water jacket,
4—combustion chamber, 5—exhaust gas outlet, 6—cooling water inlet, 7—cooling water outlet.

Calculations are prepared on a structural, hexagonal grid. The mentioned mesh was prepared in
the Numeca IGG software. Optimal mesh parameters originate from the results of realized preliminary
calculations. The crucial specification of the finally used grid is presented in Table 2. Dimensions of the
numerical domain are consistent with a test stand used during the experimental part of the research.
Dimensionless wall distance parameter y+ has a big impact on a heat flux calculation during heat
transfer modeling between exhaust gas and cooling water. An appropriate number of elements in
applied mesh results from a necessity of ensuring the mentioned parameter close to 1. Then the first
layer of grid located near to heat transfer wall for both fluids taking part in conjugate heat transfer
allows for the calculation of a heat flux value complied with experimental analysis.

Table 2. Parameters of the grid used in numerical calculations.

Parameter Value

number of cells 2.9 M
y+

≈1
minimum orthogonal quality 0.82

maximum skewness 0.39

2.3.2. Setup

A discrete phase model is used for packed bed modeling. A solid fuel fixed bed is modeled by
spherical particles that are tightly packed in the bottom part of the domain according to Figure 3.
The size of particles is uniform and complies with the average size of fuels used during the experimental
part. The contact of discrete particles to burner walls and relative to each other is modeled by the
discrete element model. The mentioned model applies a Hertz problem basing on the Young Modulus
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and Poisson Ratio of materials coming into mutual contact. Fuel located inside the bed is subjected
to heat and mass transfer phenomena. Five successive laws are implemented for modeling of
thermal transformation of the fuel (inert heating, vaporization, boiling, devolatilization, and surface
combustion). Inert heating is applied while the particle temperature is less than the vaporization
temperature. The mentioned process occurs also after boiling, but when the devolatilization temperature
has not been reached. It is also present after the surface combustion process, where it comes to the
heating of non-flammable parts of fuel. Vaporization concerns moisture content in fuel and is present
when the temperature of the droplet reaches the vaporization temperature and continues until the
droplet reaches the boiling point. After reaching a boiling temperature a boiling process has been
started and will be continued until a moisture fraction is present in the discrete phase. Devolatization is
based on a single rate model which assumes that the rate of devolatilization is the first-order dependent
on the number of volatiles remaining in the particle. After the volatile component is completely
evolved, a surface reaction begins which consumes the combustible fraction of the particle [32].

A pressure drop occurred during gas flow through the fixed bed is modeled as a porous zone.
A momentum source term composed of viscous and inertial loss terms is added to the standard fluid
flow equations set being solved during numerical calculations. Gas flow through the packed bed is
modeled as laminar. Pressure drop obtained during flow through the packed bed is calculated by the
Carman-Kozeny Equation (1).

∆p
L

= −
150µ

D2
p

(1− ε)2

ε3 v∝ (1)

Viscous and inertial resistance magnitudes are used for the definition of source term applied
during porous zone modeling. Viscous resistance is defined by inverse absolute permeability 1/k
which is defined according to Equation (2). Inertial resistance is defined by inertial loss coefficient C2,
which is defined as in Equation (3) [32].

k =
D2

p

150
ε3

(1− ε)2 (2)

C2 =
3.5
Dp

(1− ε)
ε3 (3)

The numerical model of solid fuel combustion is based on fast chemistry modeling. Chemical reactions
are modeled by the application of species transport equations. Reaction rates are shaped by the Eddy
Dissipation Model (EDM) and are dependent on occurring turbulent fluctuations. Two steps of the volumetric
reaction mechanism are implemented for volatile burning modeling. EDM assumed that chemical kinetic
rates are considerably faster than rates of turbulent mixing. Then turbulent mixing is responsible for the
reaction rate-limiting process [33].

A Reynolds-stress model (RSM) is responsible for the effects of turbulence modeling during
calculations. Results obtained by the RSM model are much closer to the experimental validation relative
to the utilization of k-ε or k-ω SST models, which are popularly used in industrial CFD applications.

Radiation heat transfer is modeled by a Discrete Ordinates (DO) model. The considered model
solves a radiation heat transfer equation for a finite number of discrete solid angles, which are
associated with a vector

⇀
s located in the global coordinate system. Calculations are being done for a

three-dimensional domain where 8 octants are solved. The number of control angles that are used
for discretization of each octant in the angular space is defined by Θ and Φ divisions (respectively
polar and azimuthal angle measured in the global coordinate system). The numerical model takes into
account 72 directions of vector

⇀
s due to the application of three Θ and Φ divisions [34].

The absorption coefficient for exhaust gas is calculated as a sum of the absorption coefficient obtained
for a pure gas and a soot fraction included in the mixture. The absorption coefficient that occurred for a
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pure gas is calculated by a weighted sum of gray gases model (WSGGM) [35]. The influence of soot for a
total absorption coefficient of exhausts is calculated based on Equation (4) [34],

as = b1ρs[1 + bT(T− 2000)] (4)

where ρs is a soot density, b1 and bT are coefficients obtained by S.S. Sazhin [36] based on data obtained
from [37,38].

2.3.3. Boundary Conditions

Applied boundary conditions correspond to circumstances obtained during the experimental part
of the research. A mass flow of cooling water at the inlet to the test stand results from the required
levels of heating power for two analyzed levels of a load. The temperature of cooling water at the inlet
to the computational domain arises from the heat load obtained in the cooling installation. The test
stand during work with the nominal power can transfer about 12 kW of heat to the cooling water.

The mass flow of fuel provided as a discrete phase is calculated during analytical calculations.
Analytical calculations are prepared based on own measurements of calorific value, moisture, ash,
and volatile content in used fuels. Other data could not be obtained experimentally by the author, like the
chemical composition of fuel originate from the database [39] for the most similar founded type of fuel.
The mass flow of air delivered to the burning process is also calculated analytically. Calculations are
prepared by taking into account an air excess factor based on experimental measurement of average
oxygen content in the exhaust gas for each of the analyzed cases as in Equation (5).

λ =
20.95%

20.95%−O2,ave,mea[%]
(5)

Analytical calculations were done with the assumption that the nominal power of the combustion
process will equal 15 kW (3 kW intended for chimney loss and other wastes). Crucial parameters of
boundary conditions at inlets to the computational domain are collected in Table 3. The mass flow
used as boundary conditions is four times lower following real values because calculations are done
for one-fourth of the real domain.

Table 3. Crucial physical magnitudes used as boundary conditions in the inlet to the numerical domain.

Fuel Hard Coal Biomass

Pn (%) 50% 100% 50% 100%
.

mw (kg/s) 50% 100% 50% 100%
.

m f (kg/s) 5.7 × 10−2 9.2 × 10−2 5.7 × 10−2 9.2 × 10−2
.

ma (kg/s) 7.1 × 10−5 1.4 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−4

tw,in (◦C) 7.7 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−2 7.0 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−2

External walls of the domain are modeled as adiabatic. The mentioned simplification does not
have a big impact on the correctness of the solution, because the difference between the temperature of
external walls and ambient temperature is not so high. Heat transfer among working media is modeled
as a coupled wall with an application of a shell conduction mechanism. Walls which separate both
thermodynamic media are made from steel with a 5 mm thickness. Application of shell conduction
mechanism allowed for heat conduction modeling in chamber walls not only in the normal direction
but also along walls, which allows for obtaining a more accurate solution. Boundary conditions that
occurred on deflector surfaces were defined also as adiabatic. The radiation emission factor for steel
elements of the domain like walls and deflector is assumed as 0.7.
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2.4. Physical Magnitudes Used for Heat Transfer Description

Numerical modeling results have been used for a description of the heat transfer phenomenon that
occurred inside the combustion chamber. A heat flux density divided into a radiation and convection
part has been used for it. Mentioned magnitudes have been used to describe of the overall amount of
heat transferred to the cooling water by radiation and convection according to Equations (6) and (7).

.
Qrad =

x

A

.
qrad·dA (6)

.
Qcon =

x

A

.
qcon·dA (7)

The local value of the heat flux density has been used for calculation of the local distribution of a
heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient is known as a parameter describing the intensity
of the occurred heat transfer process. The intensity of radiation and convection can be recognized
separately based on radiation and convection heat transfer coefficient. The mentioned coefficients are
calculated according to Equations (8) and (9).

αrad =

.
qrad

Tbulk − Twall
(8)

αcon =

.
qcon

Tbulk − Twall
(9)

The generic heat transfer coefficient is defined as a sum of the radiation and the convection
factors. The heat transfer coefficient that occurred on the combustion chamber wall is dependent on a
locally obtained difference between the wall temperature and the bulk-average temperature of exhaust
gas. The bulk temperature of exhausts is achieved based on area-averaged temperature collected in
subsequent horizontal cross-sections of the domain along to the Z dimension (Figure 3).

3. Results and Discussion

A comparison of exhaust gas temperature obtained during experimental and numerical research is
shown in Figure 4. The temperature distribution is presented at four different heights of the combustion
chamber representing properties obtained in three crucial parts of the chamber (two located in the
burner neighborhood—bottom part, one halfway up, and one at the top of the chamber). It showed
that the temperature of exhausts obtained during experimental measurements was lower relative to
the numerical modeling. Especially it is well visible in the bottom part of the combustion chamber,
where a temperature difference is much higher relative to higher parts of the chamber. The biggest
divergence was obtained in the axis of the stand (above a burner). The highest noticed difference is
equal to about 350 ◦C and was obtained for each of the analyzed cases. The temperature distinction
decreases along the chamber radius in a wall direction. At a point located 5 cm away from the wall
the temperature disparity for experimental and numerical analysis is lower and equals about 50 ◦C.
A temperature distribution obtained during numerical modeling is getting closer to the experimental
results as exhausts are moved away from the fixed bed in the vertical direction. Occurred temperature
overestimation results from numerical modeling as an effect of the application of the Eddy Dissipation
Model (EDM) of combustion [40,41]. EDM assumes that the realized combustion process is complete,
which affects the temperature overestimation. Extermination of the mentioned phenomenon requires
an application of the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model, which is an extension of EDM [42,43].
The EDC model is highly computationally expensive due to including a detailed chemical mechanism
in a turbulent flow [44].
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analyzed cases. It is a heat flow transferred to the cooling water, the temperature of exhaust gas at the
outlet from the domain, the temperature of cooling water at the outlet from the test stand, the cooling
water temperature difference between outlet and inlet of the test stand, oxygen and carbon dioxide
mass fraction in exhausts leaving the domain. Due to the inability of exhaust gas mass flow at the
outlet from the combustion chamber during experimental research, the mentioned magnitude was
compared with a result of analytical calculations. Time-averaged data collected during experimental
research for each case separately comply with the results of numerical modeling. The amount of
exhaust gas obtained during numerical simulations is consistent with analytical calculations. Collected
parameters show convergence between numerical modeling and experimental validation.
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Table 4. Comparison of crucial parameters obtained in numerical and experimental (analytical) part of
the research.

Case Experimental/Analytical Data Numerical Data

Fuel Hard Coal Biomass Hard Coal Biomass

Pn (%) 50% 100% 50% 100% 50% 100% 50% 100%
.

Q (kW) 6.5 11.7 6.2 11.7 6.5 12.6 6.2 11.7
teg,out (◦C) 177.8 276.3 180.4 266.5 189.8 258.5 190.6 259.7

.
meg,out (kg/s) 0.80 × 10−2 1.09 ×10−2 0.75 × 10−2 1.17 × 10−2 0.80 × 10−2 1.11 × 10−2 0.75 × 10−2 1.18 × 10−2

tw,out (◦C) 49.2 60.6 46.7 61.2 48.9 61.2 46.5 61.1
∆tw (◦C) 6.9 7.7 6.6 7.7 6.6 8.2 6.3 7.6

O2, out (%) 14.2 10.0 13.8 11.2 13.9 9.6 14.1 11.6
CO2, out (%) 7.0 10.1 7.0 9.1 7.4 10.8 9.8 12.5

Figure 5 shows a distribution of wall temperature and a bulk-average temperature inside the
chamber as a function of the domain height. The temperature of the combustion chamber wall is
generally constant. It only comes to a small rising of temperature in the direction of the working
medium flow (from bottom to the top of the domain), which is related to the heating of water used for
test stand cooling. The average bulk temperature of exhaust gas is noticeably changing in subsequent
parts of the domain.
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Figure 5. Distribution of exhaust gas temperature located in a layer neighboring with the combustion
chamber wall and a bulk area-average temperature of flue gas as a function of chamber height.

The highest value is present in a direct neighborhood of a flame. It is following the obtained data
concerning overall heat flux (sum of radiation and convection heat flux), which achieves maximum
value in the mentioned area. The peak of the bulk temperature occurs in the area, where a deflector
limits a flame length and smashes it horizontally. When fumes flow around a deflector, the average
temperature deeply decreases. Right above a deflector comes the formation of an Eddy, which causes
a significant cooling of flue gas (Figure 6). Over regions of swirled flow, a visible increase of bulk
temperature is present. It is caused by exhausts getting through from the flame dispersion zone to the
mentioned area. In the horizontal cross-sections of the chamber located above 20 cm over a deflector,
the average temperature of exhausts is gradually decreasing. Exhausts flow in the upper part of a
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chamber is more uniform than in the direct neighborhood of the deflector. When the gas has contact
with the top surface of the combustion chamber it comes to obtain a backflow of a slight part of exhausts
to the domain along heat transfer surface.
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Figure 6. Visualization of the character of a flow inside a combustion chamber.

The local value of convection and radiation heat flux that occurred on the exhaust side of the
combustion chamber wall along a domain height is present in Figure 7. Radiation and convection
heat flux magnitudes are varied along with the height of the chamber. The impact of the radiation for
an overall heat transfer process is dominating in the direct neighborhood of a flame. As a distance
from a burning area is increased away, a local amount of the radiation heat flux is substantially falling
off. The distribution of convective heat flux does not show significant changes over the entire surface
bounding the combustion chamber. Regional increases depend on changes in the local value of the
Reynolds Number and a thickness of a boundary layer. Determination of percentage participation in
the heat transfer phenomenon for radiation and convection shows that they are dependent mainly on a
heat load. During coal combustion with a nominal power, radiation is responsible for about 61.7% of
the overall heat transfer. When combustion was carried out with the half level of the nominal heat
load, radiation achieved only 50% in the heat transmission. Radiation participation in the heat transfer
during biomass combustion was equal to 58.6% and 47.5%, respectively, for 100% and 50% of the
nominal power.

Radiation and convection heat transfer coefficient courses are various for distinct parts of the
computational domain (Figure 8). The radiation heat transfer coefficient achieves a peak in the direct
neighborhood of a flame and vitally decreases in the upper part of the chamber, which is following in a
radiation heat flux distribution. In the bottom part of the chamber, a radiation coefficient is uneven,
which testifies with a differential level of the thermal load. A varied course of the convection heat
transfer coefficient has occurred along with the domain height. In the direct neighborhood of the
deflector, it comes to intense decreasing of αcon, which achieves a minimum value in the mentioned
area. The convection heat transfer coefficient is increased in the area located above the deflector.
After that, αcon is stabilized until a part of the domain, which is located 15 cm below the top surface of
the domain. In the last part of the domain the top surface αcon achieves a maximum value. The peak
value of the convection heat transfer coefficient is present also on the top surface of the combustion
chamber. The main impact of the convection heat transfer is connected with the character of exhaust gas
flow inside the combustion chamber (Figure 6). Exhaust gas movement occurred along a sidewall of
the chamber and was an effect of reversing flow realized for a part of exhaust gas, which is not directly
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conducted to the outlet. According to theory of heat transfer [45,46], Reynolds and Prandtl numbers
are the main parameters used in the analytical description of the convection heat transfer coefficient.
Figure 9 shows a distribution of Reynolds number obtained during the research for analyzed cases.
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A diameter of the combustion chamber is used as a characteristic linear dimension in Reynolds
number definition. In the direct neighborhood of the combustion chamber sidewall, Reynolds number
achieves value corresponding to a laminar or transitional flow. The effect is visible in the obtained
value of αcon which occurred during the mentioned types of fluid flow. A similar distribution of
convection heat transfer coefficient between analyzed cases is connected with a lack of changes in
Reynolds and Prandtl number distribution during fumes flow in the wall area.

4. Conclusions

The paper presented an experimental and numerical study on the combustion process of hard coal
and biomass combustion in fixed bed conditions. Results of experimental validation and numerical
modeling showed that:

• Numerical modeling of hard coal and biomass burning in fixed bed conditions allows simulating
a heat transfer phenomenon that occurred in heating boilers to comply with experimental
verification based on a fast chemistry model (Eddy dissipation). A numerical model to a certain
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extent overestimates the temperature of exhaust gas. Elimination of the mentioned overestimation
requires the application of a slow chemistry model (Eddy dissipation concept), which will be
developed in further research on account of high computational expense. Percentage participation
of radiation and convection during the heat transfer process mostly depends on the heat load of the
heating device. As the test stand works with the lower heat load, a radiation impact is decreasing.

• Heat transferred by radiation was slightly lower during biomass combustion compared with coal
burning. It has to do with a smaller temperature of combustion related to a lower heating value of
biomass. A higher mass flow of exhaust present in the combustion chamber has an impact on a
lower temperature of burning. A greater amount of exhaust results from the higher stream of
biomass required for assurance of the same level of heating power. Likewise, biomass burning
has to be realized with a higher excess air coefficient, which also has a big impact on a higher
amount of exhaust gas present in the combustion chamber.

• Varied fuel properties and parameters of combustion do not have a visible impact on the convection
heat transfer coefficient. The main influence for the mentioned factor is connected with a local
temperature difference between the wall and exhaust gas located inside a combustion chamber.

• The distribution of Reynolds number obtained near to a sidewall of the combustion chamber does
not show visible differences between analyzed cases. The main impact for a Reynolds number
distribution in the central part of the combustion chamber is connected with the dynamic viscosity
of a flue gas, which is a function of temperature. Higher mass flow of exhausts flowing through
the combustion chamber during the nominal power caused a visible decrease of Reynolds number
in the central area due to exhaust gas temperature rising despite an increase of flow velocity.

• The local value of radiation and convection heat transfer coefficient are effective parameters for
recognition of intensity of the heat transfer process occurring inside a heating boiler combustion
chamber during packed bed combustion. Thermal devices dealing with thermodynamic processes
concerning fixed bed combustion have to deal with various thermal conditions occurring in
different elements responsible for the heat transfer process. The application of fast chemistry
modeling for simulating conditions that occur inside the combustion chambers of solid fuel boilers
is a helpful tool in the design process. A complex shape combustion chamber used during packed
bed combustion can be modernized with an appropriate calculation time bearing in mind a
limitation imposed during the arrangement. The effect may be visible in higher thermal efficiency
of the heating boiler because of better recognition of thermal conditions that occurred during
various exploitation conditions. Moreover, the results of the modeling may be applied for the
preparation of certain modifications in the analytical approach of a domestic and industrial boiler
design process.
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Nomenclature

a absorption coefficient 1/cm
A area m2

b1 Taylor-Foster approximation coefficient m2/kg
bT Smith approximation coefficient 1/K
C2 inertial loss coefficient 1/m
CO2 mass fraction of carbon dioxide %
Dp diameter of the volume equivalent spherical particle m
k permeability m2

L total height of the bed m
LCV low calorific value MJ/kg
.

m mass flow kg/s
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O2 mass fraction of oxygen %
Pn percentage level of heat load %
t temperature ◦C
T temperature K
.
q heat flux density W/m2
.

Q heat flux, heating power W
v∝ superficial velocity m/s
x horizontal distance from a cylindrical chamber axis m
y vertical distance from a burner top surface m
y+ non-dimensional wall distance dimensionless
α heat transfer coefficient Wm−2 K−1

∆p pressure drop Pa
∆t temperature difference ◦C
ε bed porosity dimensionless
λ excess air coefficient dimensionless
µ dynamic viscosity Pa·s
ρ density kg/m3

Abbreviations

a air
ave average
con convection
eg exhaust gas
exp experimental
f fuel
in inlet
mea measured
num numerical
out outlet
rad radiation
s soot
w water
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